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Electronic commerce (e-commerce) has become a major retail channel for businesses in developed countries. However, it is still considered an innovation in developing countries. Specifically, e-commerce in Uzbekistan is in the early stages of emergence despite its advance in recent years in terms of Internet penetration, a strong retail sector, new national regulations, and a young population. The study aimed to identify barriers and drivers influencing e-commerce growth in Uzbekistan. A Delphi research design was utilized to answer the research questions of the study, which categorized and ranked factors that Uzbekistani entrepreneurs are facing when engaging in e-commerce processes. A focus group was established that consisted of entrepreneurs with direct experience of more than three years in Uzbekistani e-commerce market. Findings were analyzed to produce a list of barriers and drivers that were categorized and ranked by their importance.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Background

Digital transformation is a fundamental concept of any modern economy that controls ongoing economic and social changes (Ibragimova et al., 2019). E-commerce has become a crucial part of this digital transformation and has become one of the most rapidly growing industries in the world (Jaehun & Normatov, 2010). Millions of people, businesses, devices, data and processes are now available online via business activities known as ‘digital economy’ (Ibragimova et al., 2019). E-commerce plays an integral role in this digital economy, which covers not only commercial activities but also the whole system of industrial relations (Mekhmonov & Temirkhanova, 2020).

Digital transformation and globalization change the culture of shopping. Every day more brick-and-mortar retailers are being replaced by online stores because of this dynamic (Bytyqi, 2020). In addition, advancement in Internet technologies continues to facilitate the growth of online shopping (Bytyqi, 2020). Thus, online shopping has become a significant part of the retail industry around the world, including most developed countries.

Developing countries however are struggling with e-commerce adoption (Jaehun & Normatov, 2010). Uzbekistan is one of these countries. In spite of its fast-growing economy and recent technological advances, Uzbekistan is still attempting to enhance e-Commerce. Some of these advances include, but are not limited to, Internet penetration, a stronger retail sector, and the implementation of new state regulations. A further advantage appears to be Uzbekistan’s young population. Jaehun and Normatov (2010) stated that it is important to study e-commerce adoption in developing countries.
like Uzbekistan because governments and businesses need a clearer understanding of e-commerce facilitators to design effective policies and strengthen positive enablers.

**Statement of the Problem**

The growth of the e-commerce industry in an emerging economy like Uzbekistan plays a vital role in the process of migrating from a developing to a developed country. This development is important because e-commerce enhances economic and social development in a country, and leads to gains in overall commercial productivity. E-commerce can further lower the operating costs of businesses and enhance the level of domestic integration with international markets (Alyoubi, 2015). Thus, the problem of the proposed topic is to identify some challenges Uzbekistan faces when attempting to participate in e-commerce. The study further reviews potential benefits for sustainable e-commerce development in Uzbekistan.

**Purpose of the Study**

The purpose of this research is to investigate barriers and drivers in Uzbekistan that influence the participation of e-commerce entrepreneurs. The study will focus on the perception of the entrepreneurs.

**Objective of the Study**

The objective of the research is to identify existing barriers and drivers indigenous to Uzbekistan, and to rank them accordingly, using the Delphi method. The knowledge about existing influential factors along with their ranks will help decision makers in reducing the impact of the barriers and optimize the benefits derived from the drivers (Biswal & Maduli, 2017).
Research Question

1. What barriers and drivers exist in the Uzbek market for prospective entrepreneurs?

2. What factors should be addressed first in order to accelerate the growth of e-commerce in Uzbekistan?

Independent and Dependent Variables

The independent variables are barriers and drivers. The dependent variable is e-commerce growth in Uzbekistan.

Definition of Terms

E-commerce

Researchers and experts in e-business and e-commerce provide different definitions for the concept of e-commerce (Ibikunle, 2013). According to the World Trade Organization (WTO, 2020), e-commerce is defined as “the production, distribution, marketing, sale, or delivery of goods and services by electronic means”. Turban et al. (2008) provides the following definitions from different perspectives:

- Communication perspective – products, services, delivery of information over telephone, computer network.
- Service perspective – a tool to reduce cost or improve quality of goods and services.
- Online perspective - an enabler for a favorable atmosphere for the transaction of products, services, delivery of information via Internet.
Taking into consideration the definitions mentioned above, the researcher operationalized e-commerce as:

1. A company that performs online retailing. This includes selling goods such as clothing, cosmetics, book, electronics, food, beverage.
2. A company that provides online services such as e-learning, online booking, food delivery or taxi services.
3. A company that provides IT solutions. This includes applications for asset or warehouse management, enterprise resource planning (ERP), payment systems, and any other business process optimization software.

Barriers and Drivers

In the context of this study, the following terms were operationalized:

- **Barriers** – an obstacle, a challenge, a bottleneck that prevents or blocks development of e-commerce.
- **Drivers** – a facilitator, a stimulator, or an opportunity that makes development of e-commerce easier.

Entrepreneurs

Merriam-Webster (n.d.) dictionary defines an entrepreneur as the one who organizes, manages, and assumes the risks of a business or enterprise. In this study, all participants were classified as entrepreneurs because they all engage in online businesses in Uzbekistan. This rationale can be justified by the fact that e-commerce in Uzbekistan is still in its early stages of development and therefore encounters a variety of challenges.
**Business Models**

Mekhmonov and Temirkhanova (2020) noted the following business models as popular in Uzbekistan:

- "Business to Business" (B2B). This includes auctions, tenders, electronic payment systems, insurance services.
- "Business to Consumer" (B2C). This includes online shopping, auctions, electronic payment systems, electronic employment.
- "State to Business" (G2B). This includes public procurements, statistical reporting, tax collection, customs payments.
- "State to Consumers" (G2C). This includes utilities payments and social payments.

The concept of e-commerce is proven around the world, however, the adoption of it by small and medium businesses (SMEs) is still low (Ramdansyah & Taufik, 2017). Therefore, there is a need to study what factors are preventing and factors that are driving the adoption of e-commerce by SMEs. Thus, this study was concentrated primarily on B2B and B2C businesses in Uzbekistan.
CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

Uzbekistan

Uzbekistan is a sovereign and landlocked country located in Central Asia. In 1991, Uzbekistan declared independence from the former Soviet Union. Uzbekistan comprises twelve provinces and one autonomous republic Karakalpakstan. Tashkent is the largest province and the capital of Uzbekistan.

Population and Languages

The total population of Uzbekistan has reached 34.48 million inhabitants in 2020 (Stat.uz, 2020). The official language is Uzbek. However, Russian is commonly spoken in the capital. According to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA, 2020), the language statistics are as follows: Uzbek 74.3%, Russian 14.2%, Tajik 4.4%, other 7.1%. The English language is widely used among educated individuals in Uzbekistan, (PwC, 2016). Nevertheless, the English-speaking population is generally based in Tashkent.

Culture, Religion, Politics

Uzbekistan has a variety of ethnic groups, religions and cultures with a majority of Muslim Uzbeks. In 2017, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA, 2020) estimated that Uzbeks constitute 83.8% of the population in Uzbekistan, followed by Tajik 4.8%, Kazakh 2.5%, Russian 2.3%, Karakalpak 2.2%, Tatar 1.5%, and other ethnicities comprise 4.4%. Regarding religion, the numbers look as follows: Muslim 88% (mostly Sunni), Eastern Orthodox 9%, other 3% (CIA, 2020).

The first president, Islam Karimov was elected in 1991 and continued the presidency until his death in 2016. The next and current elected president Shavkat
Mirziyoyev has taken some important steps to improve the country. Namely, he fulfilled a demand of United Nations human rights bodies by closing the Jaslyk prison and lifted the majority of bans and censorship of the Internet. He also removed currency restrictions and eased visa restrictions for visitors to Uzbekistan (Swerdlow, 2019).

**Internet Use in Uzbekistan**

The impact of the Internet growth worldwide is becoming visible in Uzbekistan with more users realizing the importance and potential of the digitalization of commerce. Digital platforms succeed on an international level and become the main business model for large corporations such as Airbnb, Alibaba, Amazon, eBay, Facebook, Uber (Bobokhujaev et al., 2020). Meanwhile, Internet penetration in Uzbekistan has grown from around 120,000 users in 2000 to over 18,000,000 in 2018. However, this is still only 55.2% of the total population (The World Bank, 2020). This growth demonstrates that the demand for Internet connectivity and accessibility is gradually increasing. In 2020, the mobile share of Internet traffic in Uzbekistan reached 44.1% of the total population, whereas desktop’s share of internet traffic was 55.4% and tablet’s share was 0.5% respectively (Kemp, 2020). The distribution of Internet traffic over these devices demonstrates that Uzbeks have multiple ways to stay connected with the online world. With the combined mobile connection of subscribers crossing the 25.14 million-mark, which is 76% of the total population (Kemp, 2020), Internet and broadband services are expected to grow through wireless communications. In Uzbekistan, the mobile Internet will stimulate the development of e-commerce, banking, and entertainment. In this regard, the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan issued a decree No. UP-5349 to further improve the field of information technology and
communications. This involved increasing the Internet speed and affordability of the service. The Ministry for the Development of Information Technologies and Communications (MITC) of the Republic of Uzbekistan has launched a massive project and increased Internet speed from 64.2 Mbps to 1200 Mbps in 2018 and remained the same through 2020 (MITC, 2020).

In order to better understand the Internet situation in Uzbekistan, it is important to evaluate some Internet measures with other Central Asian countries. The World Bank (2020) provides such measures with respect to individuals using the Internet and secure Internet servers, which is responsible for secured Internet transactions. The researcher decided to draw a comparison of Internet measures between Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Russian Federation. These countries were chosen due to the geographic location and common history of being part of the Soviet Union. According to The World Bank (2020), Uzbekistan is behind these nearby countries in terms of Internet usage and secure Internet servers. However, Internet usage in Uzbekistan has grown by 12% during 2015 and 2018, which is a faster growth than observed in Kazakhstan (8%), Azerbaijan (3%), and the Russian Federation (11%). The growth of secure Internet servers was noticeable in Uzbekistan (from 6 to 279 per million people). Nevertheless, the numbers are still low compared to Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Russian Federation. The detailed data is presented in Table 1.
Table 1.
Internet Measures and Population Comparison in Central Asian Countries for 2015 and 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Uzbekistan</th>
<th>Kazakhstan</th>
<th>Azerbaijan</th>
<th>Russian Federation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals using the Internet (% of population)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Internet servers (per 1 million people)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total population (in million)</td>
<td>31.29</td>
<td>32.95</td>
<td>17.54</td>
<td>18.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taking into consideration the Internet improvements over past years within Uzbekistan, it is observable that the population and the government are willing to embrace online opportunities. Despite the growth of the number of Internet users and
secure Internet services, Uzbekistan stands behind Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Russian Federation. However, Uzbekistan is improving gradually as compared with its neighbors.

The next step in understanding barriers and drivers influencing the growth of e-commerce in Uzbekistan is the investigation of challenges and facilitators encountered both globally and locally.

**Global E-commerce Barriers and Drivers**

In order to better understand barriers and drivers to e-commerce adoption and growth, a variety of studies were conducted globally from different perspectives. E-commerce adoption was researched in B2B/B2C from both an information system and a consumer behavior perspective in developed and developing countries.

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2013) conducted research on barriers of e-commerce adoption in developing countries and found that some barriers vary widely among countries. However, the majority of related barriers refer to ICT infrastructure such as

- technology,
- talent management and professional resources for SMEs,
- cost of equipment and service,
- after-sale services,
- payment systems,
- security and privacy challenges,
- poor distribution logistics, and
- touch and feel factors.
The study has shown that consumers, across European developed countries do the majority of cross-border Internet shopping, where they face various barriers. It was found that payment methods, delivery, and after-sales support, cultural and language barriers are the major hindering factors for consumers across the European Union (Almousa, 2013).

Almousa (2013) referred to the cross-country comparison article of 10 countries conducted by Gibbs et al. (2003) in Brazil, China, Denmark, France, Germany, Mexico, Japan, Singapore, Taiwan, and the United States. Gibbs et al. (2003) intended to examine global, environmental, and legal aspects that act as qualifiers of e-commerce dissemination. The results of this study revealed that the Business-to-Business model (B2B) is driven by global (external) forces, while the Business-to-Customer (B2C) model is driven by local (internal) phenomena. Gibbs et al. (2003) further identified:

- The barriers to B2C e-commerce are options for payment methods, language, availability of shopping alternatives and on-site product description, shopping channel preference, reluctance to purchase online, levels of consumer trust, and socioeconomic inequality.
- The drivers for B2C e-commerce are consumer purchasing power, demand to shop online, business readiness, and tech-savviness, as well as ICT infrastructure and government promotion.
- The barriers for B2B are business culture, challenges in changing business processes, short-term focus, lack of resources and skills in businesses, national culture, limited scope of e-commerce, local/regional focus, education and tax system, political concerns and instability.
• The drivers for B2B are international competitive pressure due to globalization, pressure for cost reduction, government procurement, opening of economy, market liberalization, government promotion and investment.

According to literature on e-commerce (Almousa, 2013; OECD, 2013; Alyoubi, 2015), there are common sets of barriers in e-commerce adoption between developed and developing countries, as well as a set of common drivers. However, some components of those sets may vary from country to country.

**E-commerce barriers in the Russian Federation**

Rebiazina, Smirnova, and Daviy (2020) conducted a study on e-commerce adoption in the Russian Federation from market- and store-level perspectives of consumers. The rationale behind splitting consumer perspective was that Rebiazina, Smirnova, and Daviy (2020) believed that the majority of studies mix the external and internal factors of e-commerce adoption. The authors classify environmental, economic and sociopolitical factors as external. Internal factors are mostly related to cognitive aspects: knowledge, people, product/service. Factors related to technological and technical aspects are dualistic as they can be both internal and external. According to Rebiazina, Smirnova, and Daviy (2020), trust in online shopping, benefits of online shopping, and quality of online service influence e-commerce adoption in Russian Federation. However, these factors vary depending on the perspective, specifically:

• The market-level (external) factors are loss of privacy, easiness to shop online, technical competences, and positive influence of the social norms.

• The store-level (internal) factors are online store reputation, delivery services, range of assortment availability, cross-border financial advantages.
E-commerce barriers in Kazakhstan

Samadi, Gharleghi, and Syrymbetova (2015) and Akhmetova et al. (2020) researched the e-commerce implementation processes in Kazakhstan. These authors found e-commerce in Kazakhstan on its initial stages of development since the e-commerce infrastructure has not been formulated yet. They identified the following challenges as the major factors of e-commerce development in Kazakhstan:

- A limited segment of users of Internet Kazakhstani regions.
- Road infrastructure and logistics services.
- Trust/distrust in online shopping.
- Population illiteracy in using electronic payments.
- Limited functions and underdevelopment of payment systems.
- Brand unawareness.
- A desire for touch and feel experience.
- Absence of legislation regulating e-business.

Nevertheless, Samadi, Gharleghi, and Syrymbetova (2015) found steadily growing Internet penetration, low population density and extensive grounds, foreign investors, a wide assortment of products, services and entertainment as driving forces of e-commerce in Kazakhstan.

E-commerce barriers in Azerbaijan

Azerbaijan is a developing country that achieved significant improvement in the deployment of modern ICT throughout the country while facing its own challenges in the process of advancing their digital economy (Sagidova, 2015). İbrahimova, Suleymanov
and Rahmanov (2019) and Ismailov (2020) outlined several challenges in e-commerce adoption in Azerbaijan, which include:

- Taxation of e-commerce.
- Low public trust in online shopping and service.
- Lack of payment options.
- Logistical infrastructures.
- The broadband gap between big cities and rural areas.

İbrahimova, Suleymanov and Rahmanov (2019) and Sagidova (2015) stated that the following factors are driving forces of e-commerce growth in Azerbaijan:

- Development of financial services.
- Foreign trade and investment policies.
- Innovation, research and development in the modern technology industry.
- Tech-savvy human capital.
- Popularization of e-commerce.
- IT/Internet literacy.
- E-commerce legislation with a separate committee that will administer, coordinate, regulate e-commerce.
- Reliable security system through the development of ICT.

The literature review on global barriers and drivers of e-commerce adoption by businesses from different perspectives helped to define the factors participating in e-commerce growth around the world. As the next step, it is important to review available studies on e-commerce development in Uzbekistan.
Uzbek E-commerce Barriers and Drivers

Ilhamova (2019), Mekhmonov and Temirkhanova (2020) researched the development and actual issues of e-commerce in Uzbekistan by using methods of analysis and synthesis. From their articles, the following e-commerce needs in Uzbekistan were identified:

- Powerful, reliable and safe servers.
- Secure electronic transactions.
- Growth of online culture.
- Well-established ICT infrastructure throughout regions of the country.
- Credit card prevalence.
- Integration with foreign payment systems.
- Improvement of mechanism for interaction with international financial institutions.
- Fiscal focus of customs operations of international trade.
- Existence of effective express delivery systems.
- Insurance of e-commerce entities.
- Licensing activities in the sphere of e-commerce and certification of e-commerce instruments.
- Human resources in the regions.

Aripov and Ho Kyun (2014) researched factors influencing e-commerce adoption in Uzbekistan’s SMEs using the Technology-Organization-Environment model as a research framework. The purpose of their study was the consolidation of factors and determination of their level of influence on a potential e-commerce adoption. The
participants of the study were SMEs throughout the country. As a result, Aripov and Ho Kyun (2014) found the support for the following hypothesis:

- Perceived Usefulness factors have a positive influence on Perceived Benefits of e-commerce adoption.
- Organizational Readiness factors have a positive influence on Perceived Benefits of e-commerce adoption.
- Human Resources factors have a positive influence on Perceived Benefits of e-commerce adoption.
- Competitive Pressure factors have a positive influence on Perceived Benefits of e-commerce adoption.

Aripov and Ho Kyun (2014) reported that respondents were inconsistent for the industries tested. The researchers stated that factors may differ across different industries. Aripov and Ho Kyun (2014) recommended to focus on a specific industry that succeeded in adopting e-commerce to acquire the useful success factors in that particular industry.

Jaehun and Normatov (2010) conducted a Delphi study to identify e-commerce facilitators in Uzbekistan with regards to how they can help businesses and economies achieve greater efficiency and productivity. The study’s participants were university scholars/professors, managers in business organizations, Uzbekistan International Compliance Association staff members, UNDP ICT experts, doctoral candidates in IT. Prior to the survey, the researchers compiled twenty-six items based on their literature review and then classified those items into six groups of facilitators influencing e-commerce adoption. Namely, technology infrastructure, legal environment/government
support, industrial environment, business organization, economic/political environment, and socio-cultural environment. The socio-cultural environment factor was omitted from the list during the survey because it measured the subjective attitude or willingness to transform traditional commerce into e-commerce and the level of trust between partners (Jaehun & Normatov, 2010). The outcome of the study revealed the following facilitating factors by the level of their importance:

1. Technology infrastructure: Internet and ICT infrastructure.
2. Legal environment and support: Legal framework and government support.
3. Industrial environment: Logistics and banking system.
5. Economic/political factors: Economic development and political stability.

After reviewing the study conducted by Jaehun and Normatov (2010) on e-commerce drivers in Uzbekistan using Delphi, the researcher decided to look at the Delphi research design itself.

**The Delphi method**

The Delphi has been widely applied as a tool for technological foresight in research related to the ICT field (Gallego et al., 2016). Numbers of researchers such as Jaehun and Normatov (2010), Tsai and Cheng (2012), Su and Zhang (2012), Gallego et al. (2016), utilized the Delphi method to investigate aspects of the e-commerce industry.

The Delphi method is used to collect richer data for a deeper understanding of issues and does not require either the researcher nor the experts to meet physically (Jaehun & Normatov, 2010; Avella, 2016). According to Avella (2016), the Delphi’s expert group is based on:
• Mixture of knowledge, which is the opinion of experts; and

• Average of separately collected opinions, which provides a more accurate picture than a collective opinion from a group discussion.

Anonymity and feedback are the key properties of the Delphi method. In a Delphi study, the researcher needs to have the research question(s) and to decide:

• Which groups of experts will provide best insights of the research problem?

• How many experts should be included?

• What are the criteria for membership?

Thangaratinam and Redman (2005) and Skulmoski et al. (2007) outlined that the Delphi method typically involves a minimum of two rounds and three if round one is open-ended. The authors pointed out that repetitive iterations may lead to fatigue by participants.

Once the Delphi expert group is formed, members are asked the research questions to provide responses which the researcher aggregates and gives back to the group in a series of “rounds” until consensus is achieved (Avella, 2016).

The Delphi method offers distinct benefits in dealing with cases where problem solving is an anticipated outcome or when causation cannot be established. The Delphi approach can be creatively adapted to a particular situation just like information systems because it is a fluid discipline ripe for research (Skulmoski et al., 2007). The decisions on sample size, methodological orientation, and the number of rounds can bring rigor to the method, which will contribute to the deeper understanding of the research problem. When adapting the Delphi method, it is important to balance validity with innovation.
Depending on the methodological orientation, triangulation, trustworthiness or other validation tools can be used.

**Trustworthiness**

In qualitative content analysis, trustworthiness is often presented by terms such as authenticity, conformability, credibility, dependability, and transferability. (Elo et al. 2014). Trustworthiness of content begins with detailed preparation prior to the study and requires skills on data gathering, analysis, and result reporting. Elo et al. (2014) developed a checklist for improving trustworthiness, which includes three main phases: preparation, organization and reporting. To verify trustworthiness of the collected data, it is imperative to provide precise details of the sampling method and descriptions of the participants, to assess relation to the specific questions and study goal. There are a variety of tools to verify trustworthiness such as:

- **Member checking.** Also known as participant or respondent validation. This is a technique for exploring the result’s credibility. To perform member checking, the results are returned to each participant to check for accuracy and resonance with the participants’ experiences (Birt et al., 2016).

- **Thick description.** It is a tool to achieve credibility. This involves providing enough details of the study. The researcher is accounted for the complex specificity and circumstantiality of the data (Pandey & Patnaik, 2014).

- **Audit trail.** It is a tool to establish dependability. This involves detailed description of how data were collected, how categories were derived, and how decisions were made throughout the study (Pandey & Patnaik, 2014).
Synthesis of the Literature Review

As mentioned before in the global literature review, the barriers and drivers to e-commerce adoption may vary from country to country. Almousa (2013), OECD (2013), and Alyoubi (2015) emphasized that there are different sets of barriers and drivers to e-commerce growth indigenous to developed and developing nations. In addition, the barriers and drivers vary between similarly developed countries (i.e. France, Germany, Japan) and similarly developing countries (i.e. Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan) because there are different factors in participation of e-commerce implementation. These factors include, but are not limited to, politics, history, culture, and geographic location. E-commerce barriers and drivers diverge between business models and perspectives as well. Furthermore, Rebiazina, Smirnova, and Daviy (2020) provided a rationale and arguments that factors may differ within the consumer’s perspective itself. Aripov and Ho Kyun (2014) pointed out that the perceived importance of factors may differ across different industries. Therefore, it is imperative to approach each case individually for a better and a deeper understanding of the e-commerce situation in Uzbekistan.

Ilhamova (2019), Mekhmonov and Temirkhanova (2020) described and highlighted the major challenges and facilitators of e-commerce adoption in Uzbekistan. However, the findings were based on the analysis and synthesis of secondary data. Aripov and Ho Kyun (2014) conducted a primary research project by surveying Uzbekistani SMEs from different industries to find relationships between factors influencing their decision to participate in e-commerce. Jaehun and Normatov (2010) researched the facilitators of e-commerce adoption in Uzbekistan using the Delphi
method. However, the panel of experts did not represent one specific perspective. In addition, it has been a decade since the research was conducted.

Taking this into consideration, the researcher decided to conduct this study using the Delphi method in order to answer the research questions: *What barriers and drivers exist in the Uzbek market for prospective entrepreneurs? What factors should be addressed first in order to accelerate the growth of e-commerce in Uzbekistan?*

The researcher believes that: “What can’t be identified, can’t be measured. What can’t be measured, can’t be managed. What can’t be managed, can’t be improved” (Pink Elephant, n.d.). Thus, the first step will be defining current barriers and drivers of e-commerce from the perspective of entrepreneurs so the growth of the industry can be accelerated in Uzbekistan.
CHAPTER III: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Design

The Delphi method was chosen to identify what barriers and drivers exist in the Uzbek e-commerce market for prospective entrepreneurs. The Delphi method also helped to identify what factors should be addressed first in order to accelerate the growth of e-commerce in Uzbekistan. The main reasons for this approach are as follows:

- There is no true or knowable answer to the stated questions. Although Ilhamova (2019), Mekhmonov and Temirkhanova (2020), Aripov and Ho Kyun (2014), Jaehun and Normatov (2010) researched e-commerce in Uzbekistan, they did not investigate the barriers and drivers from an e-commerce entrepreneur’s perspective.

- The research will benefit from collective and subjective judgments and decisions from those who have experience in the market. The insights of e-commerce entrepreneurs in Uzbekistan will provide a deeper understanding of challenges and facilitators in the Uzbek market for prospective future entrepreneurs.

- The Delphi implies the availability and ease of electronic communications which is important due to the stated limitations and insurance of participants’ anonymity, which is critical for Delphi studies.

Skulmoski et al. (2007) discussed an overview of how the Delphi method was used in graduate students’ research projects and developed the Three Round Delphi Process to be used as a framework. This framework includes the following steps:
1. **Develop the Research Question.** In this stage, a literature review and/or a pilot study are conducted to determine if a theoretical gap exists.

2. **Design the Research.** Review different methods that can help answer the research question(s). The Delphi approach is selected when the researcher wants to collect the opinions of experts in a group decision making setting. The approach can be used for qualitative and quantitative studies.

3. **Research Sample.** In this stage, the requirement criteria are developed for the selection of the participants and the sample size is determined. A purposive sample of experts is needed based on their ability to answer the research questions rather than a representation of the general population. Graduate students are advised to discuss the sample size with a supervisor.

4. **Develop Delphi Round 1.** The focus of the Delphi technique is to provide the initial broad question so that respondents understand the question without frustration. Skulmoski et al. (2007) pointed out that sometimes brainstorming is the purpose of the first round Delphi.

5. **Delphi Pilot Study.** The objective of testing and adjusting the Delphi questionnaire is to improve comprehension and to fix any procedural problems.

6. **Release and Analyze Round 1.** The survey is distributed to the participants and the results are returned to the researcher to be analyzed further. Reality Maps can be used for graphical representations of the key constructs under investigation because they portray reality from the participant’s perspective.
7. **Develop Round 2.** The Round 1 responses are the basis for the development of Round 2 survey. If the goal of Round 1 was to generate a list, then it is common to shorten that list in Round 2.

8. **Release and Analyze Round 2.** The survey is distributed to the participants and the results are returned to the researcher to be analyzed further. During Round 2, the participants are given the opportunity to verify whether the responses indeed reflect their opinions. In addition, the participants are given the opportunity to alter or expand their Round 1 responses since other research participant’s responses are shared with them. This ensures continuous verification which is a crucial part for the reliability of the Delphi study.

9. **Develop Round 3.** The Round 2 responses are the basis for the development of Round 3 survey with additional questions to verify the results.

10. **Release and Analyze Round 3.** The final round is conducted following the similar process used in the Round 1 and Round 2. The round stops if theoretical saturation was achieved, sufficient information has been exchanged, or consensus was reached (Skulmoski et al., 2007).

11. **Document the Results.**

   This framework has been used for this study because it summarizes comprehensively reviewed studies on the Delphi process by Skulmoski et al. (2007).

   **Sampling Techniques and Sample Size Determination**

   Determination of the sample size plays a pivotal role in understanding of the research problem. Despite the fact that the selection of experts is unique to each situation, there are general principles in conducting a Delphi method study, such as
choosing experts with appropriate domain knowledge and having a pool of 5-20 people (Grime & Wright, 2016). Taking this into consideration, the approach for sampling was as follows:

1. A participant is 18 years or older.
2. A participant, who has an e-commerce business, manages or works at one, or tried to launch one in Uzbekistan but failed.
3. A participant should have more than three years of experience in running or managing an e-commerce company within Uzbekistan.

The recruiting of the specialists occurred online. The recruiting process was performed by the researcher. The researcher screened potential participants through social media channels and identified whether a candidate qualifies for participation following the criteria mentioned earlier. More than 50 individuals were invited to participate in the study. As a result, 22 individuals agreed to participate in this study.

The pool of respondents represented individuals that participated in an e-commerce business with either B2B or B2C business model. These businesses do online retail (10), online services (5), and IT solutions (7). The distribution of participants by business type and business model is displayed in Figure 1. The study participants were engaged in decision making processes as part of their day to day job responsibilities. A total of 13 participants (59%) had at least 3 years of experience with e-commerce, two participants (9%) had more than 4 years of experience, four participants (18%) had more than 5 years, experience, two (9%) more than 6 years, one
participant had (5%) more than 7 years (Figure 2.). The distribution of their job titles is represented in Table 2.

*Figure 1.* Distribution of Participants by Business Type and Business Model.

*Figure 2.* Participants’ Experience in Years
Table 2.

Distribution of Participants by Job Title.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Title</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Marketing Officer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Operating Officer</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Director of Sales</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account Manager</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Director</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager of Customer Support</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department Head</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Director Business Development</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Manager</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Strategy Manager</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Count</strong></td>
<td><strong>22</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Delphi Rounds Design**

Following the framework of Skulmoski et al. (2007), the study was structured and conducted as described below.

1. The researcher conducted the initial literature review and identified existing gaps in e-commerce development in Uzbekistan from an entrepreneur’s perspective.

2. The literature review helped the researcher to select the Delphi research design.
3. To determine the sample size and the number of rounds, the researcher discussed the matter with the thesis committee chairperson. Taking into consideration the literature review and suggestions of the thesis committee chairperson, the researcher decided to survey between 20 to 25 individuals in three rounds.

4. Round 1 was meant to brainstorm what barriers and drivers exist in Uzbekistan. Therefore, the researcher decided to have an open-ended questionnaire to engage the participants in a brainstorming process.

5. The initial Round 1 questionnaire was distributed to several participants in order to test the link and to identify whether the questions were easy to comprehend.

6. The Round 1 link to the Qualtrics questionnaire was distributed to participants through their preferred communication channel. Once the results were returned, the researcher needed to translate and summarize a list of categories from the examples provided by the participants.

7. The generated list from Round 1 responses, were used as the base for the development of the Round 2 survey. The goal of Round 2 was to shorten the list of barriers and drivers identified in Round 1. Therefore, the participants were asked to select the top five barriers and drivers from the provided list in Round 2.

8. The Round 1 link to the Qualtrics questionnaire was distributed to participants through their preferred communication channel. The participants were given the opportunity to verify whether the responses indeed reflected their opinions. The returned results were studied by the researcher.
9. The Round 3 questionnaire consisted of the most selected categories in Round 2. However, the participants were asked to rank the presented categories by ranking them in ascending order.

10. The Round 3 link was released to the participants. The questionnaire was closed once all participant submitted their entries.

**Sources and Collection of Data**

This research is focused on the survey conduction, which is the primary data source for the study. Since this research was a qualitative study, data was gathered through web-based survey links using the Qualtrics tool. The tool helped to:

- organize the structure of questionnaires in desired ways, such as:
  - dedicate each section for a particular question;
  - translate text by section; and
  - apply validation for questions with limits, such as selecting five options only.
- illustrate and export the results conveniently.

The survey took over two months to complete. The survey phase of the study started on September 2, 2020 and ended on November 5, 2020. This timeline includes the design of the round, the distribution of the survey link, and the analysis of the round (Figure 3.).

![Figure 3. Data collection timeline](image-url)
Round 1 survey included open-ended questions to allow interviewees to provide new ideas within an exploratory design. Round 2 and Round 3 surveys consisted of multiple-choice questions that were formed from the participants’ answers in Round 1. Therefore, the analysis of Round 1 took longer than the other rounds as it involved translation, aggregation, and verification of the answers.

The original list of participants included 22 entrepreneurs. All participants completed the survey link of Round 1. However, Round 2 and Round 3 had 20 responses only because two people decided to drop out.

**Administration of Data Collection Instrument**

The survey consisted of three rounds. To optimize the process of distributing and analyzing the input from the participants, the researcher decided to create three separate survey links dedicated to each round. Each separate survey link had an identical initial page that included the research description and the consent and contact information in both English and Russian languages. Other pages were tailored to the goal of the specific round. For example, to ensure that each participant was able to select only five options in Round 2, the Qualtrics custom validation function was implemented. The custom validation function is used to inform respondents about missing answers. In addition, the functions could be used to solicit a specific kind of answer from respondents such as selecting the right amount of answer choices in a multi-select question (Qualtrics, 2020). As a result, respondents complied with the requirements by selecting the top five barriers and drivers in Round 2.

As mentioned before, Round 1 had open-ended questions, which required exporting of the responses into a spreadsheet for further actions. These actions
involved studying of the entries, translating the entries, color coding of related factors, and grouping the factors by categories. Rounds 2 and 3 consisted of multiple choice options, which was analyzed using Data and Analysis tab in Qualtrics. The surveys were closed once all responses had been submitted.

**Procedure for Processing Collected Data**

For all three rounds, the main procedure for the data collection and its respective processing was as follows:

1. Distribute the anonymous link to all 20 participants at the same time through their preferred social media channel.
2. After two days, the researcher performed a follow-up messaging to ensure that the entry was submitted. If an answer had not been submitted, the researcher asked when a submission could be expected.
3. Once all entries were submitted, the researcher performed analysis of the round and made decisions where needed. The analysis of Round 1 involved parsing, categorization, and data clean up. Round 1 responses were exported into a spreadsheet. Each response was color coded and parsed into specific factors. For example: slow Internet was considered one factor, expensive delivery was considered another factor. Afterwards, each factor was assigned to the related category, for instance: Internet, logistics, culture etc. All original factors were kept, and repetitive factors were deleted. As a result, a spreadsheet with the category columns and rows with factors was produced. Round 2 and Round 3 did not involve analysis, but required decision making, which is described in the next Chapter. The responses from Round 2 and Round 3 did not require any data.
preparation since they consisted of multiple-choice items. The questionnaires can be found in Appendix A.

4. After each round, the researcher checked the credibility of the survey by randomly contacting participants and ensuring that aggregated data reflected their opinion. For example, the researcher sent the list generated in Round 1 to participants asking to read through the list and to verify the categories with examples.

At the beginning of this research, the independent and dependent variables were set as “barriers and drivers” and “e-commerce growth”, respectively. As a result of conducting the Delphi study, it was determined that the participants believed that certain barriers and drivers influencing the growth of e-commerce in Uzbekistan existed. This implies that the variation of technological, socio-political, and legal factors are reasons that impact the development of e-commerce in Uzbekistan.

The purpose of this Chapter was to provide the reasoning behind the selection of the Delphi method as well as to describe how the researcher approached and applied the design methodology. The next Chapter reveals the data analysis and the interpretations of findings.
CHAPTER IV: DATA ANALYSIS, FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This Chapter includes the analysis of the data collected from Uzbekistani entrepreneurs and their perception of barriers and drivers of e-commerce participation. A Delphi technique of three rounds was used. Each of the three rounds included its own results, analysis, interpretation and decisions made by the researcher. In addition, some discussion will be introduced in the end of this Chapter.

Round 1: Results and Interpretation

The results of Round 1 were aggregated into tables. Then, each example of barriers or drivers was analyzed separately. This was done to ensure that the factors are interrelated and correspond the specified category. One of the most difficult distinctions was separating “Payments” from “Banking System”, since the nature of the responses were outlining different issues. For example, issues related to payments were addressing the challenges with online payments both locally and internationally, whereas responses related to the banking system were highlighting the banking culture, account management and policies.

A total of 13 categories of barriers and 13 categories of drivers were identified. However, the researcher decided to eliminate #6 (market) and #13 (other) from the identified barriers (Table 3.) and #3 (staff) and #13 (others) from the identified drivers (Table 4.).

Item #6 represented “Market” category in the list of identified barriers. This category incorporated the following factors stated by the participants: lack of competition, absence of corporate giants, and large shadow/illegal markets. Although these factors contribute to e-commerce development, they are more related to driving
forces. Rather, they are considered obstacles (Gibbs et al., 2003). Therefore, the “Market” category was eliminated from the list of barriers.

Item #13 represented the “Other” category in the list of identified barriers. This category included factors such as lack of analytical and statistical data to track the development of the e-commerce industry. Data driven approach provides important complementary, triangulated explanatory insights into the dynamics of interorganizational networks in general and business ecosystems in particular (Basole et al., 2015). However, data driven decision making is a choice for a business development rather than a requirement. Therefore, it was eliminated from the list of barriers.

Item #3 represented the “Staff” category in the list of identified drivers. This category included factors such as specialized training for the industry workers and knowledge test during the interview process. Only one participant provided these factors as examples. Therefore, the researcher performed member checking to discuss the entry. The researcher determined that from one side, the roots of these factors went back to the fintech, computer and technology literacy among the population. From another perspective, these factors were related to the management style of an organization. Just like an application of a data driven approach, a provision of specialized training and knowledge testing during an interview are choices done by management and are not considered a requirement for e-commerce growth. In addition, the list of drivers already included the category reflecting technological literacy. Therefore, the researcher decided to eliminate the “Staff” category from the list of drivers.
Item #13 represented the “Other” category in the list of identified drivers. This category included factors such as time and patience. Only one participant provided these factors as examples. The researcher discussed this category with participants while performing member checking. Consequently, the researcher decided to eliminate time and patience because these factors are not measurable or actionable.

As a result, the final lists included 11 categories of barriers and 11 categories of drivers. These lists were then presented in the Round 2 questionnaire for the participants’ verification and further assessment.

Table 3.
Summarized Barriers from Round 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Logistics (Poor and expensive delivery services: local post services and international shipping)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Infrastructure (High cost of communication and data storage services, undeveloped road infrastructure, warehouse system, navigation solutions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Staff (Non-compliance with business communication rules, professionals/talent shortage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Population (Illiteracy in digital technology usage: Internet, devices, fintech)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Culture (Buying and selling culture: lack of trust in cashless transactions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Market (Lack of competition, absence of corporate giants, large shadow/illegal market)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table Continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Internet (Price, coverage, accessibility, quality: unstable and slow, low Internet penetration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Government/Legislations (No standards for the provision of services, low level of investment into the industry, strict Internet censorship, frequent inspections, overcomplicated process in introducing features into a business)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Taxes (Lack of tax incentives, high taxes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Payment (Lack of full integration with international cards, weak development of micro-credit installments for consumer goods and services, lack of convenient payment tools)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Banking system (Inconvenient bank account usage options and services)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Businesses (Poor update of available products on platforms/channels by sellers, absence of unified POS for suppliers which cause a barrier for integration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Other (Lack of analytical and statistical data to track the development of the e-commerce industry)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.

Summarized Drivers from Round 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Logistics (Liberalization of Uzbekistan Post, high quality and affordable delivery services)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Infrastructure (Investment into data warehouses, highway roads)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Staff (Specialized training for the industry workers, knowledge test during the interview process)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Population (Development of popularization of e-commerce services among the population, improving fintech literacy of users, growth of computer literacy among population, increased population)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Culture (Large-scale work to improve the culture of using the internet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Market (Availability of a wide range of niche markets, large market size, international giants entering the market, competition/increase in demand from e-commerce)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Internet (Cheaper/fair pricing, increased speed, quality Internet, anti-monopolization of the Internet, growth of Internet penetration)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table Continues)
Table 4, Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Government/Legislations (Reduced customs duties, simplified customs clearance process, tax exemptions for new businesses during 1-3 years, fewer inspections, assistance in establishing international relations with suppliers, a hotline for entrepreneurs who want but do not know how to work in this area, work on the digitalization of business and services, Internet freedom, subsidies and investments, the state website/body on which bona fide / trusted online stores of Uzbekistan are posted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Taxes (Lower taxes on online and telephone sales, incentives for local and international e-commerce businesses, reduction of the tax burden on entrepreneurs in the field of trade, less tax scrutiny)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Payment (Development of payment systems: smooth integration of payment methods, mass issuance of UZCARD or HUMO cards for the population)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Banking system (Simplification of the process to open a bank account for companies and loans, investments into the development of e-banking, additional incentives for non-cash payments)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Businesses (Emergence of e-commerce companies and their collaboration to reduce costs, work on the digitalization of business and services)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Other (Time and patience)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Round 2: Results and Interpretation**

The lists of identified barriers and drivers generated in Round 1 were presented to the participants in Round 2. Initially, Round 2 was designed so that participants could
select the top10 factors that challenge or stimulate the e-commerce development in Uzbekistan. However, due to the fact that factors were grouped by categories, the researcher decided to require from her panel the selection of the top-5 categories in the presented lists of barriers and drivers instead of the top-10 factors.

The survey resulted in the same number of votes for a few of the categories, specifically in Q1 Round 2: Select Top-5 Barriers, the categories “Internet” and “Logistics” had 17 counts each, “Culture” and “Infrastructure” had 9 counts each. In Q2 Round 2: Select Top-5 Drivers, the categories “Market” and “Population” had 11 counts each. The researcher performed a member checking and determined that the participants find that:

- “Internet” and “Logistics” categories are equally challenging because more than 50% of the participants represent an online retailing sector, which heavily relies on Internet connection and delivery options.

- “Culture” and “Infrastructure” categories are equally challenging because businesses that provide online services or IT solutions face “Infrastructure”-related obstacles more often, whereas online retailers face “Culture”-related difficulties more often.

- “Market” and “Population” categories are equally important as e-commerce drivers because the majority of B2B businesses viewed “Market” – related factors as an opportunity for business expenditure, whereas B2C businesses view “Population” – related factors as an opportunity for client base expenditure. Nevertheless, B2C businesses also found that “Market” – related factors as facilitators of e-commerce growth.
Since the participants considered the “Internet” and “Logistics”, “Culture” and “Infrastructure”, “Market” and “Population” categories equally important, the researcher decided to keep the top-6 barriers and drivers instead of the top-5.

Figure 4. Round 2: Q1 - Results - Identified Barriers

Figure 5. Round 2: Q2 - Results - Identified Drivers
Round 3: Results and Interpretation

The identified top-6 barriers and drivers from Round 2 (Figures 4. and Figure 5.) were inserted into the Round 3 questionnaire. The participants were asked to rank the presented lists from the most to the least important categories. Thus, the most selected category appeared to have the smallest score, which means that it was ranked the highest with the most frequency. Therefore, it is considered as the most challenging and important category.

The results of Round 3 are presented in Table 5 and Table 6. The participants ranked the category “Logistics” as the most challenging barrier to e-commerce adoption in Uzbekistan, followed by “Infrastructure”, “Population”, “Internet”, “Culture”, and “Staff” categories. Meanwhile, the participants ranked “Internet” as the most important driver to e-commerce growth in Uzbekistan, followed by “Market”, “Businesses”, “Logistics”, “Payment”, and “Population”. There were a number of interesting findings in Round 3:

Firstly, the participants tended to specify Internet as the first-choice barrier when responding to the Q1 Round 1. However, they ranked the category “Internet” on the fourth place among other categories as a barrier and on first place as a driver in Round 3. The researcher assumes that the current Internet situation in Uzbekistan is tolerable for e-commerce adoption, though improvements are necessary for accelerating its growth. Therefore, the category “Internet” in barriers was renamed to “Internet penetration” and in the list of drivers to “Internet growth”.

Secondly, technology related factors such as logistics, infrastructure, digital technology usage, and Internet were frequently ranked as the most important barriers, whereas human-related factors such as buying/selling culture and talent shortage were
ranked frequently as the least important. Taking this reality into consideration, the researcher assumes that resolution of a technological gap might positively influence the resolution of human related factors in the long run.

Finally, the categories in the list of identified, selected and ranked barriers by entrepreneurs is not similar to the list of the drivers of e-commerce development in Uzbekistan. The researcher assumes that investigating and addressing the barriers alone may not bring the desired results in e-commerce development. Therefore, there is a need to study drivers as well.

Table 5.
Round 3 Q1 Results - Greatest to Least Challenging Barriers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round 3: Q1 Results - Greatest to Least Challenging Barriers</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistics (Poor and expensive delivery services: local post services and international shipping)</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure (High cost of communication and data storage services, undeveloped road infrastructure, warehouse system, navigation solutions)</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (Illiteracy in digital technology usage: Internet, devices, fintech)</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet penetration (Price, coverage, accessibility, quality: unstable and slow, low Internet penetration)</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture (Buying and selling culture: lack of trust in cashless transactions)</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff (Non-compliance with business communication rules, professionals/talent shortage)</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.

Round 3 Q2 Results - Greatest to Least Challenging Drivers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round 3: Q2 Results - Greatest to Least Drivers</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet growth (Cheaper/fair pricing, increased speed, quality Internet, anti-monopolization of the Internet, growth of Internet penetration)</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market (Availability of a wide range of niche markets, large market size, international giants entering the market, competition/increase in demand from e-commerce)</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Businesses (Emergence of e-commerce companies and their collaboration to reduce costs, work on the digitalization of business and services)</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics (Liberalization of Uzbekistan Post, high quality and affordable delivery services)</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment (Development of payment systems: smooth integration of payment methods, mass issuance of UZCARD or HUMO cards for the population)</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (Development of popularization of e-commerce services among the population, improving fintech literacy of users, growth of computer literacy among population, increased population)</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this Delphi study, each round produced meaningful results that helped to reveal the current e-commerce situation in Uzbekistan from entrepreneurs' perspective. In Round 1, the researcher identified 13 barriers and 13 drivers participating in e-commerce development in Uzbekistan. In Round 2, the participants of the study selected the top-6 barriers and drivers. In Round 3, the participants ranked the barriers
and drivers by their importance. The conclusions of the study will be drawn in the final Chapter.
CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION

This research has shed light into the current situation of e-commerce in Uzbekistan from the perspective of entrepreneurs. Three rounds of web-based surveys were conducted using the Delphi method. During Round 1, the participants named all the barriers and drivers they faced with while either engaging or attempting to engage in e-commerce related activities. The researcher aggregated and analyzed the results of Round 1. Those examples were then grouped into categories. Each category was provided with explicit examples. Those categories were then presented to the participants in Round 2. Then, the participants selected the most important categories from the lists of 11 barriers and 11 drivers. As a result, the participants then ranked the top 6 barriers by their importance in Round 3. Consequently, the categories were scored as follows from most important to least important:

- **Barriers**: Logistics, Infrastructure, Population, Internet penetration, Culture, Staff.
- **Drivers**: Internet growth, Market, Business, Logistics, Payments, Population.

According to the study’s results, it can be concluded that entrepreneurs in Uzbekistan were facing a variety of technology related challenges including local and international logistics, data storage services and warehouse management system, and Internet quality and affordability. Moreover, the participants were experiencing some human related difficulties such as population illiteracy in digital technology usage, the Uzbek buying and selling culture, and a talent shortage in developing e-commerce overall.

The e-commerce barriers identified by Uzbekistani entrepreneurs had similarities with e-commerce barriers encountered neighboring countries such as Kazakhstan and
Azerbaijan. However, the sets of barriers differ from neighboring countries with respect to their perceived importance. For example, the majority of identified barriers in Kazakhstan were present in the list of identified barriers in Uzbekistan, however, Uzbek entrepreneurs did not consider “Brand awareness” as a barrier to e-commerce growth, though they mentioned “Banking system”, “Staff”, and “Tax” – related challenges. Likewise the identified barriers in Azerbaijan were applicable to Uzbekistan, but here, the list of e-commerce barriers contained more factors.

In comparison to Jaehun and Normatov’ (2010) findings a decade ago, Internet is still considered the most important driver of e-commerce in Uzbekistan. Although there were other similarities of e-commerce drivers in Jaehun and Normatov’s (2010) study, the participants of this study ranked their importance differently. In addition, the entrepreneurs of Uzbekistan were no longer considering legal framework and government support as the most important factors.

**Recommendations**

The current study investigated positive and negative forces influencing the growth of e-commerce in Uzbekistan from the perspective of entrepreneurs. Therefore, it is important to research the consumer perspective as well in order to gain a deeper understanding of the e-commerce industry in Uzbekistan. Additionally, the researcher recommends conducting a number of studies to investigate each category of the identified barriers. For instance:

- To research e-commerce fulfillment solutions, which includes logistics and inventory storage by surveying logistics industry experts. The current study revealed that e-commerce entrepreneurs are struggling with logistics services in
Uzbekistan and consider them as the most important barrier. Therefore, studying the insights of the e-commerce fulfillment solutions will bring a deeper understanding of the e-commerce industry in Uzbekistan.

- To investigate correlation between e-commerce technology related improvements, population literacy in digital technology usage, buying and selling culture, and e-commerce talent management. These barriers were selected by the Uzbekistani entrepreneurs as the most important factors influencing the e-commerce growth in the country. The outcomes of the proposed study can help the industry participants to develop a strategy for development of e-commerce in Uzbekistan.

- To study electronic payment options and international card integrations within Uzbekistan and their perceived value from user perspective. In the literature review, the researcher identified that e-commerce participants in Uzbekistan and in the nearby countries are experiencing difficulties with electronic payments. Therefore, there is a value to research the subject area to determine the causes of the common problem in the Central Asia.

**Contributions**

This work contributes to the field of e-commerce in several ways. Firstly, it provides a better understanding of the barriers to e-commerce participation which are preventing a successful entry by new entrepreneurs, and the drivers that are facilitating the adoption of e-commerce in the country. The findings can be used as a platform for other researchers to investigate deeper into the industry of e-commerce in Uzbekistan. This study can also be used to study the feasibility of e-commerce adoption in
developing countries, specifically in Central Asia. Secondly, this research provides current and future business owners the lists of barriers and drivers of e-commerce field in Uzbekistan. Therefore, entrepreneurs are better prepared for possible challenges when engaging in e-commerce. The lists generated from opinions of the entrepreneurs used as participants for this study had three or more years of experience in managing, operating or owning an e-commerce business. These findings may be useful for those who are interested in joining the industry. Thirdly, Uzbekistan is still considered a developing country and not many international e-commerce giants are currently present. A better understanding of the regional specificities about e-commerce may path the way for attracting international players that envision the market potential in Uzbekistan and see their opportunities for growth of this almost untapped market. This overview of Uzbekistani e-commerce market may help international investors to consider entering the e-commerce market.
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY QUESTIONS

Round 1 Questions

Q1. In your opinion, what barriers slow e-commerce growth in Uzbekistan?

Q2. In your opinion, what drivers enhance the growth of e-commerce in Uzbekistan?

Round 2 Questions

Q1. Please Select Top-5 Barriers

- Logistics (Poor and expensive delivery services: local post services and international shipping)
- Infrastructure (High cost of communication and data storage services, undeveloped road infrastructure, warehouse system, navigation solutions)
- Staff (Non-compliance with business communication rules, professionals/talent shortage)
- Population (Illiteracy in digital technology usage: Internet, devices, fintech)
- Culture (Buying and selling culture: lack of trust in cashless transactions)
- Internet (Price, coverage, accessibility, quality: unstable and slow, low Internet penetration)
- Government/Legislation (No standards for the provision of services, low level of investment into the industry, strict internet censorship, frequent inspections, over complicated process in introducing features into a business)
- Taxes (Lack of tax incentives, high taxes)
- Payment (Lack of full integration with international cards, weak development of micro-credit installments for consumer goods and services, lack of convenient payment tools)
• Banking system (Inconvenient bank account usage options and services)
• Businesses (Poor update of available products on platforms/channels by sellers, absence of unified POS for suppliers which cause a barrier for integration)

Q2. Please Select Top-5 Drivers.

• Logistics (Liberalization of Uzbekistan Post, high quality and affordable delivery services)
• Infrastructure (Investment into data warehouses, highway roads)
• Population (Development of popularization of e-commerce services among the population, improving fintech literacy of users, growth of computer literacy among population, increased population)
• Culture (Large-scale work to improve the culture of using the Internet)
• Market (Availability of a wide range of niche markets, large market size, international giants entering the market, competition/increase in demand from e-commerce)
• Internet (Cheaper/fair pricing, increased speed, quality internet, anti-monopolization of the internet, growth of Internet penetration)
• Government/Legislations (Reduced customs duties, simplified customs clearance process, tax exemptions for new businesses during 1-3 years, fewer inspections, assistance in establishing international relations with suppliers, a hotline for entrepreneurs who want but do not know how to work in this area, work on the digitalization of business and services, Internet freedom, subsidies and investments, the state website/body on which bona fide / trusted online stores of Uzbekistan are posted)
• Taxes (Lower taxes on online and telephone sales, incentives for local and international e-commerce businesses, reduction of the tax burden on entrepreneurs in the field of trade, less tax scrutiny)

• Payment (Development of payment systems: smooth integration of payment methods, mass issuance of UZCARD or HUMO cards for the population)

• Banking system (Simplification of the process to open a bank account for companies and loans, investments into the development of e-banking, additional incentives for non-cash payments)

• Businesses (Emergence of e-commerce companies and their collaboration to reduce costs, work on the digitalization of business and services)

**Round 3 Questions**

Q1. Please Rank Top-5 Barriers

1. Logistics (Poor and expensive delivery services: local post services and international shipping)

2. Internet (Price, coverage, accessibility, quality: unstable and slow, low Internet penetration)

3. Population (Illiteracy in digital technology usage: Internet, devices, fintech)

4. Staff (Non-compliance with business communication rules, professionals/talent shortage)

5. Infrastructure (High cost of communication and data storage services, undeveloped road infrastructure, warehouse system, navigation solutions)

6. Culture (Buying and selling culture: lack of trust in cashless transactions)
Q2. Please Rank Top-5 Drivers

1. Internet (Cheaper/fair pricing, increased speed, quality Internet, anti-monopolization of the internet, growth of internet penetration)

2. Logistics (Liberalization of Uzbekistan Post, high quality and affordable delivery services)

3. Population (Development of popularization of e-commerce services among the population, improving fintech literacy of users, growth of computer literacy among population, increased population)

4. Market (Availability of a wide range of niche markets, large market size, international giants entering the market, competition/increase in demand from e-commerce)

5. Payment (Development of payment systems: smooth integration of payment methods, mass issuance of UZCARD or HUMO cards for the population)

6. Businesses (Emergence of e-commerce companies and their collaboration to reduce costs, work on the digitalization of business and services)